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Challenges, applications, and
enabling technologies
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Electricity is still a highly demanding resource in developing countries,

especifically in rural areas. Local communities in developing countries are now

focusing on generating their own electricity using solar and trading the energy

which is in access to the supplier. Energy trading at the peer-to-peer level is a

novel paradigm. It allows customers to contribute energy to the grid and power

generation and supply companies. In this paper, we investigate the energy

trading enabling technologies, their applications, challenges, and benefits to

the local communities from various aspects. We analyse how blockchain and

IoT technologies can help energy trading at the customer level from recent

research proposals. We also present our analysis of recent research on the

implementation of energy trading technologies and future directions.
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energy trading, blockchain and IoT, distributed energy management, peer-to-peer
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1. Introduction

Many developing countries are unable to meet the increasing demand for electricity,

especifically rural areas suffer from the shortage of electricity (Shrestha et al., 2019).

According to the world bank survey, Bank (2019) related to access to electricity

worldwide suggests that around 22.5% of rural and 3% of the urban populations around

the world still do not have access to electricity. Considering the lack of electricity from

official suppliers and the availability of renewable sources of energy such as solar systems,

the concept of peer-to-peer energy trading has emerged in the last 3–4 years. People are

not only employing solar energy systems to fulfill their needs but also trading electricity

for access to the local grid or electricity suppliers. These renewable energy sources (RES),

such as solar panels and wind turbines, are environment-friendly and economical.

The concept of distributed energy resource (DER) network has played the role

of the catalyst in peer-to-peer energy trading. DER consists of a network of energy

generation sources distribution, storage, and load management. These DER systems are

not further matured and are known as peer-to-peer distributed energy trading (P2P

DET), its components include renewable energy producer (prosumer), consumer, and

distributed energy management systems. According to International Renewable Energy

Agency (IREA), P2P energy trading is bringing innovation in this area and has a bright
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future (Irena, 2020c). The acceptability of P2P DET has

improved due to the advanced technologies such as Blockchain

and Internet of Things (IoT). This is to support each stage of

the process (Mengelkamp et al., 2018). The P2P DET allows

energy exchange by peers in a distributed manner to either

other peers or the energy supplier companies. This exchange can

also help rural areas of developing countries where there is no

electricity from the central suppliers. The farmers in the village

can produce their electricity using either solar panels or wind

turbines to not only fulfill their needs but also trade with the

nearby regions.

The advancement in technologies has enabled the

realization of P2P ET. First, the improvement was made

in existing technologies such as utility sale batteries behind

the meters, flexibility in existing plants, and the emergence

of renewable mini-grids, and super grids. Then, blockchain,

IoT technologies with artificial intelligence were emerged.

Inherited characteristics of blockchain technology such as

distributed ledger, transparency, smart contracts, and integrity,

and consistency of transactions are a perfect match for enabling

P2P energy trading, especially for distributed renewable energy

resources management and its trading. Therefore, blockchain

for P2P energy trading has become a cutting-edge research area

for the research community in the last few years. IoT is the

concept of interconnecting various things that can sense physical

objects and communicate data through the interconnection

for analysis and interpretation. Recently, various IoT-based

smart energy platform has been proposed to solve various

aspects related to renewable energy such as energy efficiency

enhancement, its management, and trading. IoT technology

can also be used to connect various things and services in a

microgrid through information gateway architecture. Artificial

Intelligence and various algorithms introduce learning and

intelligence in distributing energy trading process.

There are a handful of surveys in the recent few years

on some specific aspects of P2P energy trading, such as

Von Wirth et al. (2018) and Andoni et al. (2019), reviewing

proposals related to P2P energy trading in smart grids. Andoni

et al. (2019) discussed challenges associated with P2P energy

trading and proposed architecture and Von Wirth et al.

(2018) briefly reviewed the energy trading models and required

framework. However, in this survey, we covered all important

aspects related to P2P energy trading, including associated

challenges, enabling technologies, especifically blockchain and

IoT including in-depth analysis, comparison of methods used,

proposed architectures, its benefits, and applications in detail.

Figure 1 shows the structure of our survey in this study

including our classification of P2P ET enabling technologies,

their applications, and challenges.

The rest of the study is organized as follows. Section 2

presents the key challenges associated with energy trading.

Section 3 presents energy trading’s current and future

applications. Section 4 discusses in detail the enabling

technologies for P2P distributed energy trading for local

communities. Section 5 summarizes and presents our analysis of

this study. Finally, we conclude our work in this paper including

future directions.

2. Challenges in energy trading

There are a number of challenges associated with the

implementation of peer-to-peer energy trading at the customer

level. Also, many factors are important for the successful

deployment of such distributed P2P ET systems in developing

countries. In this section, we highlight major factors that

can lead to the successful development of such a system

and then discuss the major challenges associated with the

implementation of such a system (Andoni et al., 2019; Irena,

2020c).

2.1. Reliable platforms

A reliable platform is the most important requirement for

the successful deployment of any P2P system. The platform

should manage various layers involved. For example, at the

physical layer, the producer of the electricity produces data

at the peer level related to the amount of energy they are

producing in access for trading. Second, the consumers who are

in need of energy will send their energy requirements to the

platform. Thus, a reliable platform is required to manage the

data from both producers and consumers of the electricity in

real-time with a high degree of accuracy and availability. The

platform should also maintain logs of trading. The reliability

of the platform will depend on two important parameters of

availability and accuracy of the platform. Few such platforms

have been proposed in the literature in recent years which is

reviewed in the next section.

2.2. Regulatory framework

A regularity framework is another major challenge and

requirement for successful P2P energy trading at the customer

level. The framework should define regulations favorable for all

stakeholders at both local neighborhood and regional levels. The

rights and obligations of all parties involved in energy trading

should be well defined without any bias. Alongside these general

regulations and trading, parties could also trade based on an

agreed contract. The European Commission introduced such

regulations in 2018, which can be taken as an example for

developing countries.
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FIGURE 1

Our study and classification of peer-to-peer Energy Trading technologies applications and challenges.
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2.3. Attaining technical requirements

To achieve effective results of implementation of P2P energy

trading, the stakeholders must work together to fulfill technical

requirements at the hardware, software, and communication

protocol level. At the hardware level, we must define how the

distribution network will be organized in either micro, mini or

smart grids. The process of billing done using either existing

electric meters or smart meters will be required for this purpose.

At the software level, technology will be adapted to enable

trading such as blockchain or IoT. It is important to know

which algorithms could be applied for load balancing, billing,

and maintaining the log of the transaction at an affordable cost.

2.4. Policies and protocols

Conducive policies are required for effective utilization of

renewable energy production and its trading at the local grid

or smart grid. Policies should also define a road map for the

existing grid systems to enable P2P energy trading without any

conflict with the existing authorities. Policies to encourage P2P

energy trading initiatives should be implemeneted in developing

countries at both government, private companies, and producer

levels. Protocols are required for effective coordination between

various stakeholders in the system including communication

protocols between producer and consumer levels.

2.5. Roles and responsibilities

The roles and responsibilities should be well defined

for all stakeholders involved in the energy trading system

including producers, consumers of energy, platform providers,

and market operators.

2.6. Security and privacy

For the successful implementation of a P2P energy trading

system, it is important to ensure the desired level of security

and privacy. It not only requires security at the general abstract

level of the entire system but also focuses on security at devices,

platforms, and payment methods used by the stakeholders

during the P2P energy trading. It is necessary to ensure secure

access to the trading system by all entities and protecting the

privacy and confidentiality of the significant information of

various stakeholders and transactions in the system. To ensure

the availability of the trading system for authentic users, It’s

essential to protect it against denial of service attacks. We must

also takemeasures to ensure secure payment between the trading

peers and the ability to deal with any conflict related to the

payments. Then, we must store energy trading transactions in

a way that they are temper proof and traceable.

2.7. Scalability and cost

Another key challenge is the scalability of such energy

trading systems and the rates of energy being traded. Currently,

different scenarios of energy trading systems are proposed in

terms of the number of prosumer and consumers from small

scale to local and city-wide electricity grids. It is also important

to see the impact of scalability on the overall cost and rates of

energy units traded in the system.

2.8. Social acceptance

Social acceptance of energy trading between the

common prosumer and consumer by the community is

also important (Von Wirth et al., 2018).

2.9. Overhead management

One core challenge is the management of various overheads

in the energy trading system, such as cryptocurrency system

integration with the payment system. The variation in the rates

of cryptocurrency is not consistent, which also poses a challenge

for the stakeholders.

3. Energy trading applications

Renewable energy trading has brought about various

innovative ideas and existing power section operations

and business management. According to the IRENA

report (Irena, 2019d), the landscape of renewable

power has the potential for innovations in various

dimensions, and it can be used by both end users

and the power industry around the world. Now we

discuss P2P renewable energy trading in the existing and

future applications.

3.1. Electric vehicle smart charging

Recently, we observe some commercial energy organizations

applying renewable energy trading for electrical vehicle (EV)

smart charging. For example, Smart Energy International

company from the Netherlands (Nhede, 2018) has enabled

energy trading between EV owners and the local energy market.

They enable the integration of the EV charging platform with

the energy trading tool Exergy (Dincer and Rosen, 2021).

The concept of the vehicle to grid (V2G) has emerged which

has introduced bi-directional energy trading. It provides a

big opportunity for peers to trade energy for access to the

smart grid. However, due to the expected large number of

users in the future, it is important to investigate such trading
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infrastructure scalability and security for reliable energy trading

between EV owners and power distribution companies (Javaid

and Sikdar, 2021). In an article (Greencar Congress, 2018),

authors review an initial project between eMotorWreaks and

Lo3 Energy that will connect the EV charging platform with

the Lo3 energy marketplace to enable energy trading. They

also proposed the implementation architecture as shown in

Figure 2.

3.2. Renewable power-to-heat

There are many countries where average temperatures

are very low most part of the year. These colder countries

spend more electricity for providing constant heating at home,

government, and private organizations than general electricity

consumption. Therefore, the concept of renewable energy

trading can also be used as a power to heat. In Bloess et al.

(2018), authors have studied the integration of renewable energy

trading for power-to-heat including its various aspects such as

modeling approaches and enabling technologies. The findings

of their study indicate that power-to-heat using renewable

technologies can be cost-effective as compared to traditional

energy sources. In another example (Energiewende, 2014), a

Germany-based power company has investigated the role of

power-to-heat in renewable energy integration. They investigate

the potential commercial use of power-to-heat and make future

recommendations. They also propose the residential power-to-

heat options shown in Figure 3.

3.3. Renewable power-to-hydrogen

Experts predict that hydrogen will be the future energy

resource for the majority of users. Therefore, they suggest

producing hydrogen from renewable sources. In a recent

meeting of IRENA in 2020, they discussed the prospects of

producing hydrogen from renewable energy sources. They

have also studied the prospect of using hydrogen as a clean

energy source for a better environment (Irena, 2019a) as

shown in Figure 4. The Oxford institute for energy studies has

recently analyzed the role of hydrogen in the future energy

transition (Lambert, 2021).

3.4. Renewable mini grids

Renewable mini-grid get the supply of electricity from the

main grid to their charging battery and then either utilize

or trade the energy to other consumers. According to the

study by IRENA (Irena, 2016), the renewable mini-grid can

help to provide power supply in unserved areas as shown

in Figure 5. These mini-grids could rely on solar, wind, or

other sources based on existing environmental conditions. In

Zebra et al.’s (2021) study, authors have studied the renewable

energy system using mini-grids for off-grid electrification in

developing countries. They also investigated the use of mini-

grids in rural areas.

3.5. New business model and market
design for power systems

There are various new business models related to energy

distribution and management have been proposed since the

emergence of the P2P energy trading concept. For example,

energy as a service (EaaS) allows more than just supplying

electricity to the consumers including technology, analytics, and

personalized services. According to the study by IRENA (Irena,

2020b), EaaS unlocks demand-side flexibility and can enable

performance-based control of various energy-related services.

Pay-as-you-go energy is another example of a new business

model which allows the user to pay as they use the energy,

either electricity or gas. The smart pay-as-you-go energy model

has already been implemented in the UK by various energy

companies such as SSE Smart Pay As You Go (SSE Energy

Services, 2022). The smart meter at home allows user to not

only view their usage but also can manage it according to

their needs.

3.6. Improved system operations

Renewable energy and its trading have brought about

new techniques to improve the overall operations of energy

distribution and management. For example, the advanced

forecasting algorithms to predict the renewable energy

(solar & wind) output based on analyzing weather-related

data. The IRENA report (Irena, 2020a) has suggested

that accurate forecasting of the output of solar and wind

energy can provide stability to the power distribution

system. In another example, virtual power lines storage

system at both supply and demand sides allows large-scale

integration of renewable energy without grid congestion

(Irena, 2020d). Similarly, to reduce congestion in power lines,

dynamic line ratings are now used. Ngoko et al. (2018) have

studied the benefits of dynamic line ratings on intermittent

renewable energy.
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FIGURE 2

An integration architecture of energy trading between local energy grids and EV charging stations (Greencar Congress, 2018).

4. Enabling technologies for energy
trading

Peer-to-peer renewable energy trading has created an online

marketplace that is expected to grow aggressively in the next 5–

10 years. Technologies play an important role in the realization

of P2P trading goals. First, we observed a great improvement in

the existing battery technologies such as utility-scale batteries

and behind-the-meter batteries. Second, the emergence of

new technologies, such as blockchain and IoT with artificial

intelligence, has served as major enabling technologies for

P2P renewable energy trading in recent years. We presented a

comparative analysis of the suitability, existing proposals, and

real project implementation of these enabling technologies for

P2P energy trading.

4.1. Utility scale and behind the meter
batteries

Utility scale and behind-the-meter batteries are stationary

batteries designed to last for many years. These batteries connect

with the power generation transmission network and have the

capacity to store several megawatt for hours. A behind-the-

meter battery sits on the customer premises for smooth energy

flow. Utility-scale batteries allow storage of excess renewable

energy to increase the capacity of the grid and get the maximum

advantage of variable renewable energy produced by either solar

or wind systems. According to IRENA (Irena, 2019c), utility-

scale battery storage systems increase the flexibility of the energy

grid system as shown in Figure 6. The study predicted that

utility-scale batteries allow greater input of variable renewable

energy into the grid for reliable and cheaper energy trading.

Furthermore, these storage systems of utility-scale batteries offer

various other services as illustrated in Figure 6 (Irena, 2019c).

Unlike utility-scale batteries that allow storage at the front of

the meter such as at grid distribution or transmission network,

the storage of behind-the-meter batteries allows consumers to

manage their energy demand and usage for cost-effectiveness

and management. According to the study (Irena, 2019b),

behind the meter batteries, small-scale storage support local

renewable energy generation by increasing self-consumption

and its revenue. In addition, these storage systems allow

consumers of electricity to decrease self-consumption, backup

power, saving on electricity bills, and several other services

related to system operations and mini-grid as illustrated in

Figure 7 (Irena, 2019b).

4.2. Blockchain as energy trading
enabling technology

As the name suggests, the blockchain is the block connected

in a chain, where a block can be seen as a storage of data and
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FIGURE 3

Residential power-to-heat options (Energiewende, 2014).

FIGURE 4

Renewable power-to-hydrogen architecture (Irena, 2019a).
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FIGURE 5

A design of renewable mini grid (Irena, 2016).

its related transactions. Technically speaking, it is a distributed

ledger technology that replaces the third-party concept in

centralized security systems. That means, a secure transaction

among various parties can be achieved without the intervention

of a central authority. Thus, it enables a secure transaction

between nodes in the network and records each transaction. It

utilizes the consensus algorithm and smart contract concepts for

agreement between stakeholders in the network.

Blockchain as an enabling technology has evolved (Bhutta

et al., 2021) in the recent 5 years. Blockchain technology has

been applied (Syed et al., 2019) and tested in various walks

of life, for example, in healthcare (Wang et al., 2018; Zarour

et al., 2020; Khatri et al., 2021); business (Mukkamala et al.,

2018; Conway and Garimella, 2020; Garcia-Garcia et al., 2020;

Syed et al., 2020); finance (Guerar et al., 2020; Zhang et al.,

2021); supply chain (Saberi et al., 2019; Chang and Chen,

2020; Valle and Oliver, 2020); security apps (Vishwakarma

and Das, 2020; Bai and Liu, 2021; Mendki, 2021); payments

systems (Pouraghily and Wolf, 2019; Zouina and Outtai,

2019; Li et al., 2020a); electrical vehicle industry (Li et al.,

2021; Xu et al., 2021); and property registration (Ali et al.,

2020b).

Now, we will review the current and future applications

scenarios of blockchain in energy management and trading.

4.2.1. Blockchain-based smart grid
management

Blockchain was first considered for decentralized

management of energy systems (Cioara et al., 2020),

and various smart grid management using blockchain

have been proposed. Cioara et al. (2020) proposed novel

features of blockchain-based smart grid administration

including using smart contracts, metering of energy data,

and secure registration of stakeholders in the energy

system. Similarly, Pop et al. (2018) have investigated

the use of blockchain for decentralized management of

energy demand and response in the smart energy grid as

shown in Figure 8. They suggested storing information

on a distributed ledger, collecting information on energy

presumption from IoT meters, defining the flexibility of

energy presumption using a smart contract, and ruling to

balance between demand and supply of energy at the energy

grid level.

Samy et al. (2021) explored the provision of security for

the smart grids using blockchain-based systems. They first

surveyed the use of blockchain for smart grids in general

and then analyzed the ways blockchain can secure various

processes in energy management in a grid. They proposed

a way to deal with fake data injection attacks in the energy

system. In another example (Badra and Borghol, 2021), the

author presented how blockchain can be used to preserve the

privacy of users in the smart energy grid and also proposed

how other attacks such as data injection, data forgery, and

replay attack can be detected using this technology. Recently,

the proof of authority of a blockchain consensus algorithm

applicability is examined for smart grid (Chikezie et al., 2021).

They also proposed how blockchain can be used for P2P ET.

A new energy trading scheme for the virtual power plants

is proposed in Seven et al. (2020). They first highlighted

the challenges related to P2P energy trading in a virtual

power plant and then implemented a smart contract and
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FIGURE 6

Services o�er by utility scale batteries (Irena, 2019c).

FIGURE 7

Services o�er by behind the meter batteries (Irena, 2019b).
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FIGURE 8

Blockchian based decentralized management of energy grid (Pop et al., 2018).

FIGURE 9

Blockchain-based architecture for P2P energy trading between neighbors (Lee et al., 2019).

tested it in a virtual power plan framework. They validated

their proposed architecture using Ethereum virtual machine.

Alladi et al. (2019) have presented a comprehensive review of

blockchain in smart grids and its various use cases including

its commercial implementation. They also highlighted the

challenges for blockchain-based smart grids including scalability

issues, development and infrastructure cost, and legal and

regularity support.

4.2.2. Blockchain based peer-to-peer energy
trading

Inherent features of blockchain allow P2P ET. For example,

Niloy et al. (2021) have proposed a Blockchain-based P2P ET

system. It facilitates the local consumer in two major ways:

(1) it allows consumers to trade the energy generated from

renewable sources to the grid and (2) the integration with a

smart microgrid allows it to remain functional in the case of
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FIGURE 10

Proposed architecture of IoT energy management gateway (Ku et al., 2017).

FIGURE 11

Proposed architecture of IoT-based energy trading using solar system (Salvi et al., 2020).

isolation from the official national grid. The proposed smart

contract design consists of rules on transaction settlement and

asset exchange schema to abide by the rules of transparent

blockchain transactions between stakeholders.

Thakur and Breslin (2020) have claimed to develop amethod

to perform a cost analysis of blockchain-based peer-to-peer

energy trading systems. The method estimates the trade-off

between the cost of a blockchain network and the profit from
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FIGURE 12

Proposed model for energy trading for heterogeneous wireless power IoT networks (Nguyen et al., 2021).

FIGURE 13

Proposed model of energy trading blockcahin for IoT (Li et al., 2020b).

energy trading. The main factor contributing to the overall cost

is the cost of mining the blockchain and defines the workflow of

each miner of the blockchain network.

Lee et al. (2019) have proposed software architecture for

blockchain-based P2P trading systems between neighbors. The

proposed software architecture consists of two smart contracts.
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The first is built on Ethereum for trading price determination

and the second finds prosumers and consumers based on

estimated price. To provide proof of concept they build a

private Ethereum network using Raspberry Pi devices. Figure 9

shows the core functionality of the proposed architecture for

blockchain-based P2P energy trading.

Pee et al. (2019) proposed a smart blockchain-based energy

trading platform. The idea is to use the smart contract and the

concept of tokens for payment to allow peers to freely trade

their energy access to their needs. The system generated ERC20

tokens as defined in smart contracts. Payment is done using

the generated token and energy is transferred using an energy

storage system.

4.3. IoT as energy trading enabling
technology

Internet of things refers to any physical object

of the real world that has the capability of sensing,

processing/communicating wirelessly. We can also describe

IoT as an internet-based information architecture that enables

the communication of services, data, and goods through IoT

devices connected to the network. IoT networks are generally

large and produce big data which is then analyzed by applying

various artificial intelligence techniques for improving process.

Along with blockchain, IoT is the evolutionary technology

of this era. IoT technology has already been implemented in

various fields including healthcare (Haghi et al., 2020; Asokan

et al., 2021; Bhuiyan et al., 2021; Mehmood et al., 2021; Sharma

et al., 2022); smart cities (Zafeiriou, 2020; Hajam and Sofi,

2021; Kaushik and Bagga, 2021; Nadeem et al., 2021); security

(Siddiqui et al., 2019, 2020); business (Aagaard et al., 2019; Ali

et al., 2019, 2020a; Fattouch et al., 2020; Torres et al., 2020);

and agriculture (Azfar et al., 2018; Kassim, 2020; Syed et al.,

2020) etc.

This study briefly reviewed the recent use of IoT for energy

trading and highlighted the future directions.

4.3.1. IoT-based energy management and
trading

Internet of things has recently been proposed for both

energy management and trading. We now review the recent

proposals for IoT for both energy management and energy

trading. For example, Verma and Prakash (2019) have studied

the challenges and issues in IoT-based intelligent energy

management. The challenges included the availability of IoT

sensors and scalability (i.e., dealing with a huge number of IoT

devices). It highlighted the issues of security of IoT devices,

addressing, and vulnerability of losing data. Nguyen et al.

(2020) first studied how an energy service provider and ISP

interact and then proposed energy trading and time scheduling

for low-power IoT networks. The idea was to maximize the

network throughput along with making it energy efficient. Ku

et al. (2017) proposed an IoT-based smart energy management

platform for micro grids. The main idea is to provide energy

efficiency and its trading using IoT in supply transfer systems

utilizing the information about energy. Figure 10 shows the

proposed architecture of the IoT energy information gateway.

The figures show how they collect the information about the

requirement and the use of energy through the IoT gateway

and then utilize this information to enhance the efficacy of

utilized energy and sharing/trading of energy that is in access to

the grid.

Salvi et al. (2020) proposed the use renewable energy

through solar panels and presented an IoT-based prototype

for energy trading. Figure 11 shows the proposed IoT-based

energy trading using a renewable energy source. It can be

seen from the diagram that the proposed system utilizes

solar panels on the roof of the houses which are connected

with two types of battery systems: (a) primary battery and

(b) secondary battery. These batteries are connected to IoT

power nodes which work as a gateway device. The primary

battery is used to provide energy to the electronic devices

at home. In contrast, the secondary battery stores the energy

in access from the solar system and trade this energy to

other peers connected with them. They also proposed an app

that can be used by homeowners for both monitoring and

trading electricity Salvi et al. (2020). They also highlighted

the requirements analysis and initial implementation of the

proposed prototype.

Nguyen et al. (2021) proposed energy trading and

time scheduling for heterogeneous wireless powered

backscattered IoT networks. They proposed an economic

framework to gain the highest throughput in IoT service

and energy efficiency in energy service by using the

Stackelberg game. Figure 12 shows the proposed model.

The authors claimed that their findings suggest that

improving both energy trading and time allocation of IoT

networks improves the overall profit as compared to the usual

transmission method.

4.3.2. IoT and blockchain-based energy trading

There are some proposals in the literature where the

researchers suggest utilizing a combination of blockchain and

IoT technologies for energy trading. For example, Li et al.

(2020b) considered energy trading in industrial IoT and first

highlighted the weak security of various proposed energy

trading models against attacks such as cheating attacks. Then

they developed a consortium blockchain between stakeholders

for providing secure and record energy trading transactions.

The authors implemented a prototype by a local Ethereum

test network and analyzed the security of Fenechain. The

proposed energy trading blockchain is shown in Figure 13.
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FIGURE 14

Architecture of proposed blockchain and IoT based P2P energy

trading platform (Baig et al., 2020).

Similar proposals for using blockchain for Industrial IoT are

proposed in Lin et al. (2017) Hou et al. (2019), and Zhu et al.

(2022).

In another example, Sanju et al. (2018) have performed a

comparison of blockchain platforms for IoT based on energy.

They argued that there are various blockchain platforms to

provide security for IoT solutions in various fields. However,

there are no comparative studies available to determine the best

blockchain implementation for IoT solutions. Therefore, [83]

presented an energy-based comparison of blockchain platforms

including Ethereum and Hyperledger fabric platforms.

Baig et al. (2020) proposed IoT and blockchain-based P2P

energy trading platform. In the proposed model, the peers

can participate in trading energy independently. The proposed

platform is shown in Figure 14 that includes all basic features,

such as energy metering, its transfer, and secure and transparent

payment transfer using the Ethereum blockchain.

Researchers recently have suggested using the game theory

approach for peer-to-peer energy trading. For example, Malik

et al. (2020) have proposed a collation-based game theory

approach to increase the overall profit of trading. They

also simulated several trading scenarios and analyzed their

operational performance. In another example, Yap et al. (2020)

have proposed a motivational game theory-based P2P ET

framework as a case study for Malaysia. Similarly, An et al.

(2020) have proposed a design for distributed energy trading for

energy internet using game theory. A genetic algorithm was also

considered by some researchers for distributed energy trading,

for example, Hyacinth et al. (2021) have proposed a genetic

algorithm for improving the stability of voltage in the hybrid

energy system. Similarly, Teive et al. (2010) have suggested using

genetic algorithms for energy trading risk management.

5. Summary and analysis

We have summarized our review of P2P energy trading

technologies from the recent research conducted mainly in

the recent 5 years in Table 1. Based on our recent review

of the literature, we have divided the P2P energy trading

technologies from the recent literature into fourmain categories:

blockchain-based, IoT-based, blockchain and IoT-based, and

utility-scale batteries. The first category of blockchain-based

energy trading is further divided into smart grid management

and P2P energy trading, and Table 1 shows the research work

focus on each of the categories. It suggests that blockchain

technology is generally considered a transparent way to manage

smart grid transactions. In terms of P2P trading, the blockchain

is used both as a means of developing consensus among

energy trading parties and performing transparent transactions.

Similarly, IoT has also been proposed by various researchers

as a technology that can enable P2P energy trading utilizing

inherited features of the technology. Following review, we have

classified IoT-based solutions into two categories. The first one

is energy trading in industrial IoT and the second is general

IoT networks, and Table 1 shows the relevant studies in these

two categories. We also notice that there is some proposal

that utilizes both blockchain and IoT technologies to take

advantage of key features of both emerging technologies. Table 1

also highlights the energy trading implementation platforms

used by various researchers including Ethereum, Hyperledger

Fabric, and smart/micro/mini-grid. The bottom of Table 1

indicates the papers discussing the applications of P2P energy

trading. We have categorized it into six categories including

EV smart charging, renewable power-to-heat, renewable power-

to-hydrogen, renewable microgrid, EaaS, and pays-as-you-

go energy.

Figure 15 shows the distribution of four major methods used

in recent research on P2P energy trading technologies. The

consensus and smart contracts are integral parts of blockchain

technology, which is aggressively proposed by researchers for

P2P energy trading in the power grid, load balancing, and

scheduling of energy in micro-grid. The consensus algorithm

enables the parties involved in the transaction to agree on a

certain value, rule, or parameter. After consensus, all parties sign

a smart contract to carry out the energy trading.We observe that

the distributed algorithms are the second method employed by

the researcher. Distributed algorithms are generally used in grid

computing and process control applications. These algorithms

generally have high throughput, so effective for P2P energy

trading, but sometimes it is difficult to coordinate multiple

processes in parallel. Game theory is the third methodology

employed by some researchers for P2P energy trading as it

is a good method to gather and structure knowledge from

stakeholders. Genetic algorithms are also suggested by a few

researchers as a method for P2P energy trading as it is faster but

can give an inaccurate solution sometimes.
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TABLE 1 Summary and analysis of energy trading enabling technologies.

P2P energy trading technology

and its implementation

Categories Recent research

Blockchain-based Smart grid management Pop et al., 2018; Alladi et al., 2019; Cioara et al., 2020; Badra and Borghol, 2021; Chikezie et al.,

2021; Samy et al., 2021

Peer-to-peer energy trading Lee et al., 2019; Pee et al., 2019; Seven et al., 2020; Thakur and Breslin, 2020; Chikezie et al.,

2021; Niloy et al., 2021

IoT-based Trading in Industrial IoT Lin et al., 2017; Hou et al., 2019; Li et al., 2020b; Zhu et al., 2022

Trading in general IoT Ku et al., 2017; Verma and Prakash, 2019; Nguyen et al., 2020, 2021; Salvi et al., 2020; Kaushik

and Bagga, 2021; Nadeem et al., 2021

Blockchain and IoT based Utilizing both technologies Sanju et al., 2018; Hou et al., 2019; Baig et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020b

Implementation platforms Ethereum Sanju et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2019; Baig et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020b; Seven et al., 2020; Chikezie

et al., 2021

Hyperledger fabric Sanju et al., 2018; Ali et al., 2020b; Syed et al., 2020

Smart, Micro, Mini Grid Ku et al., 2017; Pop et al., 2018; Cioara et al., 2020; Salvi et al., 2020; Badra and Borghol, 2021;

Chikezie et al., 2021; Niloy et al., 2021; Samy et al., 2021

Utility scale behind the meter batteries Irena, 2019b,c; Salvi et al., 2020

Applications of P2P energy trading Electric vehicle smart charging Greencar Congress, 2018; Nhede, 2018; Dincer and Rosen, 2021; Javaid and Sikdar, 2021

Renewable power-to-heat Energiewende, 2014; Bloess et al., 2018

Renewable power-to-hydrogen Irena, 2019a; Lambert, 2021

Renewable microgrid Irena, 2016; Zebra et al., 2021

Energy as a Service (EaaS) Irena, 2020b

Pay as you go Energy SSE Energy Services, 2022

FIGURE 15

Distribution of methods used for P2P energy trading technologies.

6. Conclusion and future work

We considered the importance of growing energy demand

and the new concept of customers trading the energy in surplus

with other peers of the national grid. In this paper, we performed

a systematic review of recent research work conducted in the

recent 5 years on P2P energy trading including the aspects

of its challenges, applications, and enabling technologies. We

observed that most of the researcher has mainly proposed to use

the blockchain and IoT technology for P2P energy trading. But,

we have categorized enabling technology into three categories

after including the utility-scale behind the meter batteries

which are key to storing and managing the energy produced

from renewable sources in order to enable its trading. We

also highlighted the implementation platform employed by the

researchers to test their proposal related to P2P energy trading.
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In the future, we will develop blockchain-based energy trading

prototype applications, as inherent features of blockchain, such

as transparency, security, and smart contract, are highly suitable

for P2P energy trading. We are planning to perform a case study

in a rural area of KSA to first present the feasibility of using

renewable energy sources and then motivate them to participate

in energy trading at the peer level. In addition, we are looking

forward to developing blockchain-based prototype application

for testing its performance analysis for energy trading.
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